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ILC Positron Source

6GeV Electron Lianc Positron Capture & Booster

Rotating 
Target

To DR

Undulator e+ source (Baseline)

E-driven e+ source (Technical backup)



Undulator Positron Source



Undulator Positron Source

 Positron can be polarized (30-60%).
 Relatively less heat load on target.
 Require >100GeV drive beam. Share the e- beam for 

collision.
 The pulse structure is fixed, 1ms. 
 Need physical path length adjustment.
 Undulator section is up to 230m.
 System demonstration prior to the construction is difficult.



Positron Yield 

 TDR parameter (150 GeV drive beam) gives 1.5~Ne+/Ne-.
 240 GeV CME (120GeV drive beam) gives much less e+.
 Undulator extension (192.5m) and parameter re-

optimization recover the yield. (LC-REP-2013-019, A. 
Ushakov) 

Parameter Value

Length 147m

Period 11.5mm

K 0.92

Peak field 0.86T

1st Harm. 10.1 MeV

Driver Beam 150 GeV

A. Ushakov
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Target Prototype (Undulator)

 High speed rotation (2000rpm) with 1m radius makes 100 m/s.

 The water-cooled high-speed rotating wheel in a high vacuum is not fully 

technically demonstrated.

 Ferro-flulid seal test is not very successful in LLNL.

 Need a full scale prototype:

 Same weight

 Water cooling

 Alternative proposals:

 Radiation cooling

 Friction cooling

J. Gronberg
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Radiation cooling for Undulator e+ source

2-7 kW from Beam

 44

coolTTAGW 

Radiation cooling

• Heat transfer
• thermal contact target and 

radiator material
• Mechanical stability of the 

system.

Rotation target

Stationary
cooler

P. Sievers, S. Riemann, 
A. Ushakov ,and F. Dietrich

5kW average cooling 

Radiator temp. 250 deg.C

Cooler temp. 20 deg. C

Surface area 1.65m2

etarget
0.25

eCu
0.70



Flux Concentrator

 Sandwich structure of coils and concentrator plates.

 LLNL experiment shows 1ms flat top.

 Things to do;
 Improve the pulse-shape quality (PFN).

 Install ceramic spacer.

 Full power 5Hz operation with cooling.

J. Gronberg





E-driven Positron Source



E-Driven ILC Positron Source

The conventional way to generate e+ : 
6 GeV electron with W-Re target.  

Manipulating the pulse structure(2700/64ms);

The heat load on the  target is manageable < 26 J/g.

Tangential speed is <5 m/s. 
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Positron Yield
Yield was evaluated with 
simulations.

By optimizing the parameters, 
3.0x1010 e+ (50% margin) is 
obtained in DR acceptance.

8mm, 5T

After ECS
DR acceptance

Y. Seimiya, M. Kuriki



Target R&D (300Hz e-driven)

A seal running test of 1 week at 

417rpm: No problem at all.

Another test of the seal after 3.2 

MGy irradiation: Viscosity is 

changed, but no vacuum problem. 

Expected radiation dose at the seal 

is 1.5 MGy/year.

With a carefully designed shield, the 

radiation damage on the seal is 

manageable .

The prototype which is reasonably 

compatible to the real one, will be 

manufactured in two years. 

ferromagnetic

fluid seal

air vacuum

T. Omori, T. Takahashi



Ar purge seal test

 The seal dosed 3.2 
MGy is examined with 
Ar purged chamber.

 Rotation : 0-600 rpm.

 No leak was found. 
(m/q=28 and 32 are N2

and O2 from air)  

FF seal

Ar Vac.

Air atmospher

RGA

Ar(40)

O2(32)

N2(28)

T. Omori



Pulse Structure and Beam-loading

 Positrons are accelerated by triplet multi-bunch pulse.

 Transient beam-loading should be compensated, otherwise, the beam 
is not accepted by DR. 

 Compensation with AM is proposed by J. Urakawa.

 A proof-of-principle experiment was carried out at LUCX/ATF. It works!

44 bunches
6.15ns 
spacing
0.55A

44 bunches
6.15ns 
spacing
0.55A

100ns
RF Voltage

RF pulse RF pulse

J. Urakawa, M. Fukuda



Footprint Compatibility



■Conventional ■Undulator

Distance from IP (km) 

2.1 1.5 1.3 1.1 0.9 0.7 1.9 1.7 2.5 2.3 0.5 0.3 2.9 2.73.13.3

•

Footprint Compatibility
 Accommodate both sources.  
 Maximize the flexibility.
 Minimize additional 

engineering works.

T. Omori



Conclusion
 Status of ILC positron source (Baseline: Undulator, 

Technical backup : E-driven) is presented. 

 Undulator positron source can provide enough e+, 
even at 240 GeV CME by optimizations. 

 There is some progress on the fast rotating target for 
the undulator: water, radiation, and friction cooling.

 300Hz e-driven  can provide enough e+.

 A slow rotating target looks promising. 

 A proof of principle experiment of AM beam-loading 
compensation was done. 

 Footprint compatibility is under consideration to 
minimize the additional works on the engineering. 




